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Art of Racing in the RainArt of Racing in the Rain
Based on the bestselling novel by Garth Stein, this is a heartfelt tale narrated by a witty and philosophical dog

named Enzo. Through his bond with his owner Denny, an aspiring Formula One racecar driver, Enzo has gained

tremendous insight into the human condition and understands that the techniques needed on the racetrack

can also be used to successfully navigate the journey of life. The film follows Denny and the loves of his life: his

wife Eve, their daughter Zoe, and his best friend Enzo.

Starring Milo VStarring Milo Ventimiglia and Gary Coleentimiglia and Gary Cole

Rated PGRated PG

Blinded bBlinded by The Lighty The Light
Javed, a British teen of Pakistani descent, is growing up in England in 1987. Amidst the racial and economic

turmoil of the times, he writes poetry as a means to escape the intolerance of his hometown and the

inflexibility of his traditional father. But when he is introduced to the music of 'the Boss,' Javed sees parallels to

his working-class life in Springsteen's powerful lyrics.

Starring VivStarring Viveik Kalreik Kalraa

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

The KitchenThe Kitchen
Based on the Vertigo comic book series from DC Entertainment, the mobster husbands of three 1978 Hell's

Kitchen housewives are sent to prison by the FBI. Left with little but an ax to grind, the ladies take the Irish

mafia's matters into their own hands, proving surprisingly adept at everything from running the rackets to

taking out the competition, literally.

Starring Elizabeth Moss and Melissa McCarthStarring Elizabeth Moss and Melissa McCarthyy

Rated RRated R

WhereWhere''d Yd You Go, Bernadette?ou Go, Bernadette?
Bernadette Fox, a loving mom, becomes compelled to reconnect with her creative passions after years of

sacrificing herself for her family. Bernadette's leap of faith takes her on an epic adventure that jump-starts her

life and leads to her triumphant rediscovery.

Starring Judi GreerStarring Judi Greer, Cate Blanchett, and Kristin Wiig, Cate Blanchett, and Kristin Wiig

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

WWeekeekendend
In this laugh-out-loud romantic comedy, Zadie goes on an insane weekend getaway with her ex, Bradford, and

his new girlfriend. At the B&B run by her nosy mom, Zadie feels like a third wheel until handsome Aubrey

shows up. While crushing on Aubrey, Zadie gets a little drunk and makes a lot of trouble for everyone,

including herself!

Starring Sasheer ZamataStarring Sasheer Zamata

Rated RRated R

Golden PreGolden Preyy by John Sandford
A series of audacious robberies compels newly appointed U.S. marshal Lucas Davenport to investigate the possible return of a gang
leader who once killed two FBI agents.

AnAnything is Pything is Possibleossible by Elizabeth Strout
Two sisters, one who trades self-respect for a wealthy husband and one who discovers a kindred spirit in the pages of a book, struggle
with intimate human dramas at the sides of their community members and a returned Lucy Barton.

The Stars are FireThe Stars are Fire by Anita Shreve
In a book based on the true story of the largest fire in Maine’s history, a young woman is tested by a catastrophic event and its
devastating aftermath.

My Italian BulldozerMy Italian Bulldozer by Alexander McCall Smith
Visiting the idyllic Italian town of Montalcino to finish his overdue cookbook, writer Paul Stewart endures setbacks that leave him
stranded at the airport until a stranger offers him transportation on a bulldozer, triggering a madcap series of adventures on the Tuscan
countryside.

The Shadow LandThe Shadow Land by Elizabeth Kostova
Accidentally taking a parcel from a family with whom she shared a cab, a young American tourist in Bulgaria is horrified to discover that
the parcel contains an urn of ashes and embarks on an effort to return it to its family, making astonishing discoveries along the way.

WWar Cryar Cry by Wilbur A Smith
A sequel to Assegai is set in Africa between World Wars I and II and finds widower Leon Courtney navigating murky political waters while
his headstrong daughter, Saffron, travels to culturally contrasting London to attend Oxford.

Finding GideonFinding Gideon by Eric Jerome Dickey
Calling in support from the beautiful Hawks when his latest job takes an unprecedented toll, jet-setting contract killer Gideon launches a
plan to take down his nemesis, Midnight, who has assembled a team of mercenaries targeting Gideon's loved ones.

Song of the LionSong of the Lion by Anne Hillerman
When a deadly bombing in the Shiprock High School parking lot is discovered to be part of a terrorist plot to disrupt peaceful
negotiations between the Hopi and Dine tribes, retired Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn discovers links between the bombing and a cold case
from earlier in his career.

The LThe Lost Orderost Order by Steve Berry
When rival factions of a dangerous clandestine organization begin a race to find billions in stolen treasure hidden by their progenitors,
Justice Department agent Cotton Malone finds the case complicated by his unsuspected ties to the organization and the political
schemes of an unscrupulous politician.

The ChosenThe Chosen by J. R. Ward
Falling in love with brotherhood rival Xcor, a tortured man in custody who is awaiting interrogation, Layla seeks to gain his freedom and
secure their relationship by appealing to the Black Dagger Brotherhood for a chance to let him prove himself.
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After The WAfter The Weddingedding
Isabel has devoted her life to working with the children in a Calcutta orphanage. Theresa is the

multimillionaire leader of a media company who lives with her artist husband and twin boys in New York.

When Isabel hears of a mysterious and generous grant for the financially strained orphanage, she must travel

to New York to meet the benefactor, Theresa, in person.

Starring Michelle Williams, Juilianne Moore, and Billy CrudupStarring Michelle Williams, Juilianne Moore, and Billy Crudup

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

Art of Self-DefenseArt of Self-Defense
After a roving motorcycle gang attacks him on the street, timid bookkeeper Casey joins a neighborhood karate

studio to learn how to protect himself. Under the watchful eye of a charismatic instructor, Sensei, and

hardcore brown belt Anna, Casey gains a newfound sense of confidence. But when he attends Sensei's

mysterious night classes, he discovers a sinister world of brutality and hyper-masculinity, presenting a journey

that places him squarely in the sights of his enigmatic new mentor.

Starring Jesse EisenbergStarring Jesse Eisenberg

Rated RRated R

OpheliaOphelia
One of the world's greatest dramas is turned on its head through a bold and new perspective. Set in medieval

Denmark and spoken in a modern tongue, it recalibrates the classic Shakespearean tragedy of Hamlet so that

its unspoken, complex heroine may share her own story. As a rebellious and motherless child, Ophelia is taken

into Elsinore Castle by Queen Gertrude as one of her most trusted ladies-in-waiting. Soon enough, Ophelia

captures the affections of the young Prince Hamlet.

Starring Daisy RidleStarring Daisy Ridley and Naomi Wy and Naomi Wattsatts

Rated PG-13Rated PG-13

Good BoGood Boysys
After being invited to his first kissing party, twelve-year-old Max is panicking because he doesn't know how to

kiss. Eager for some pointers, Max and his best friends Thor and Lucas decide to use Max's dad's drone to spy

on a teenage couple making out next door. But when things go ridiculously wrong, the drone is destroyed.

Desperate to replace it before Max's dad gets home, the boys skip school and set off on an odyssey of epically

bad decisions.

Starring Jacob TStarring Jacob Tremblaremblayy

Rated RRated R
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The BrokThe Brokenenwood Mysteries: A Merry Bloody Christmaswood Mysteries: A Merry Bloody Christmas
A quirky New Zealand mystery that follows Dl Mike Shepherd, who arrives in the seemingly peaceful town of

Brokenwood with a classic car, a country music collection, and an indeterminate number of ex-wives. Shepherd

soon discovers that Brokenwood is full of secrets and suspicions. In this Christmas episode, the mayor is

murdered in his home after the annual holiday parade, and Shepherd and his assistant Kristin Sims must solve a

Christmas murder.

Catch-22Catch-22
Based on the acclaimed Joseph Heller novel, Catch-22 follows the adventures and misadventures of a US air

squadron in Italy in World War II.

Good OmensGood Omens
In the beginning and eleven years ago, two immortal beings decide that it might not be time to start an

Apocalypse. Having followed the wrong boy for years, Aziraphale and Crowley must now try to locate the

whereabouts of the real Antichrist. Perhaps the story of Agnes Nutter and her famous prophecies will hold the

answer?

Handmaid's THandmaid's Tale: Season 3ale: Season 3
fter opting not to flee to Canada with her baby, June struggles to strike back against the regime despite

overwhelming odds. Startling reunions, betrayals, and a journey to the terrifying heart of Gilead will force all of

the characters to take a stand, guided by one defiant prayer: Blessed be the fight

CobrCobra Kai: Season 1 & 2a Kai: Season 1 & 2
Thirty years after their final clash at the 1984 All Valley Karate Tournament, Johnny Lawrence is at his lowest

point as a jobless handyman haunted by his wasted life. When he rescues a bullied kid from bullies, he is inspired

to resurrect the notorious Cobra Kai dojo. It also resurrects his old rivalry with Daniel LaRousso. Daniel is a

successful businessman who may be happily married but is missing an essential balance in life since the death of

his mentor, Mr. Miyagi

TTeleelevision series on Dvision series on DVD check out for 21 daVD check out for 21 days for onlyys for only
$0.75!$0.75!
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The BrokThe Brokenenwood Mysteries: A Merry Bloody Christmaswood Mysteries: A Merry Bloody Christmas
A quirky New Zealand mystery that follows Dl Mike Shepherd, who arrives in the seemingly peaceful

town of Brokenwood with a classic car, a country music collection, and an indeterminate number of ex-

wives. Shepherd soon discovers that Brokenwood is full of secrets and suspicions. In this Christmas

episode, the mayor is murdered in his home after the annual holiday parade, and Shepherd and his

assistant Kristin Sims must solve a Christmas murder.

ShakShakespeare and Hathaespeare and Hathawaway Season Ty Season Twowo
The hilariously mismatched detective duo of Luella Shakespeare and grumpy Frank Hathaway return

for ten more episodes of the hit mystery/comedy- drama set in beautiful Stratford-upon-Avon. One

might think the birthplace of William Shakespeare would be safe from fraud, extortion, vice, identity

theft, and ransom, but they would be wrong.

Miss Fisher's Murder Mysteries: Under the MistletoeMiss Fisher's Murder Mysteries: Under the Mistletoe
A stylish and sexy period mystery stars Essie Davis as Phryne Fisher, a glamorous lady detective in

1920s Melbourne. In 'Murder under the Mistletoe," Phryne and company head to a chalet to celebrate

Christmas in July, but when they get there, they find one of the residents dead, electrocuted while

hanging festive lights

LLondon Kills: Series 2ondon Kills: Series 2
The elite murder squad returns. As the detectives solve each case (skeletal remains dug up in the

garden, the brutal murder of a pub landlord, a teenage au pair found dead, the double-shooting of a

father and son), there's one mystery Detective Inspector David Bradford can't unravel. Where is his

wife Sarah? As the other detectives investigate why David is lying to them about the night Sarah

disappeared, they begin to think the unthinkable: did the Detective Inspector murder his wife?

YYellowstone: Season Tellowstone: Season Twowo
Amid shifting alliances, unsolved murders, open wounds, and hard-earned respect, Dutton family patriarch John

Dutton is determined to protect his ranch and his family's legacy by any means necessary.

Pitching In.Pitching In.
Daffodil Dunes is a cozy camping-park community on the scenic and serene north Wales coast. When owner

Frank announces that he plans to sell the park to an enticing estate agent, his strong-willed daughter Carys sets

out to change his mind in this endearing family drama.

When Calls the Heart: YWhen Calls the Heart: Year Sixear Six
Life has been challenging in Hope Valley after the loss of beloved Mountie Jack, and no one has felt the loss

greater than his young widow, Elizabeth. However, the community of Hope Valley is determined that love and

friendship will overcome any obstacle. With the support of her friends, Elizabeth cares for her new baby,

continues to teach, and meets two newcomers to Hope Valley

PressPress
Set in the world of newspapers in London, its past riven by hacking scandals, its present at the mercy of the

digital age and the 24-hour news cycle, its future uncertain, this razor-sharp and observant drama explores the

current, turbulent media landscape and the ethical dilemmas that journalists and editors face each day.
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